
What happens next?



Play offers protection



Inquiry through Conflict & Comedy

exploring the epistemological roles of 
humor & play



In a classroom with mixed metamessages…



…we want 
students to 
engage in 
scientific 
inquiry…

pruning 
ideas

blossoming 
ideas



But how can they disagree without 
dissing each other?



Humor & play mediate the danger of 
conflict



The epistemology of humor, play, and 
fantasy

Play

FantasyHumor



How does it affect the epistemological dynamics of a group?

can take them off task can lead to new ideas

How do I recognize it?

Behaviorally: 

smiling, laughing, fidgeting, erratic gaze

Content & Context:

I know it when I see it

What is play?

the instantiation of behaviors that resemble other functional behaviors but occurring 
within a nonfunctional context and with no apparent extrinsic goals.  



What is Fantasy?

play is imagination 
in action 

Imagination is play 
without action

Vygotsky (1976)



What is Humor?

Relief

• humor arises from tension and 
release

Incongruity

• People laughs at what surprises 
them

Superiority

• people laugh at others because 
they feel some sort of triumph over 
them or feel superior to them

Meyer  (2000)



Functions of humor

Identification

build support 
by identifying 
with audience

Clarification

clarify social 
norms without 

a censure

Differentiation

contrasting 
themselves 

with 
opponents

Enforcement

correction by 
laughing at the 

person 
responsible

Meyer  (2000)



Humor can have functions without 
being used strategically

“The goal of discourse analysis is to render 
even Discourses with which we are familiar 
"strange"…”  Gee (2005)



Generative Functions of Humor

Humor Can Introduce Ideas Humor Can Influence Framing



Example: humor introduces ideas



Example: humor introduces ideas



Example: humor influences framing



Example: humor influences framing



Reductive Functions of Humor

Humor Can Point out the 
Ridiculous



humor can point out the ridiculous



humor can point out the ridiculous



play allows 
our curiosity 
to lead us to 
new horizons



"within the realm of laughter…light 
and darkness merge“

-Tom Robbins



Things I am worried about

• Vocabulary (‘conflict’, ‘inquiry’, ‘debate’)

• Identifying humor & play

• How often does humor play an 
epistemological role—enough for a 
dissertation?

• Connection with affect?

• Connection with play & fantasy?
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